REFUNDS FOR LEONARD NIMOY

Money for tickets purchased for the Leonard Nimoy lecture on February 6, at the Koger Center is being refunded at the Coliseum Box office between the hours of 9-6, Mon-Fri and 12-2 Saturday. Present your ticket stub at the Box Office or mail to the Carolinas Coliseum, 600 Assembly Street. The lecture may be rescheduled. Watch out for advertising in upcoming issues of the Gamecock.

WANTED

PARTICIPANTS FOR CONTACT LENS RESEARCH NO CHARGE TO SEE IF YOU QUALIFY

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS WILL RECEIVE . . .

- CONTACT LENS EXAM
- ONE PAIR OF DW OR EW SOFT LENS
- 30 DAYS FOLLOW UP CARE
- DISINFECTION SYSTEM

ALL OF THE ABOVE FOR $690

*NOTE RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS WILL BE ABLE TO PURCHASE REPLACEMENT LENSES FOR ONE YEAR FOR 15%* CALL TO MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT TIME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. BECAUSE APPOINTMENT TIMES ARE FILLING FAST AND ARE LIMITED

WE WILL STOP TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR THE RESEARCH PROGRAM MARCH 30, 1989

IF INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING CONTACT THE OFFICE OF DR. DANNY BURNS "CONTACT LENS SPECIALIST" WE TAKE VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER, AMERICAN EXPRESS PLUS COMPANION

Carolina Vision Clinic
4202 Pineapple Rd.
(Three Fourths Area)
West Columbia
997-8751

Carolina Vision Clinic
104 Beaufort St.
Charleston
345-9549

ATTENTION SENIORS!

THE SENSIBLE AND EASY CONTACT LENS WIZARD is awaiting applications for the following listing of subjects presented at the University Research Day Ceremony, April 27, 1989.

1. OUTSTANDING SENIOR AWARD is awarded to those members of the graduating class who have made a significant contribution to the University.
2. ALCOHOL EXHIBITacock University a student exhibit of the outstanding male and female members of the class is in honor of their academic achievement, involvement in important activities, and their contributions to the University.
3. APPLICANTS FOR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, THE INTERNET BASED RACIAL EQUALITY and the Ohio State of the dual Asian, rural 1000 Series exhibit.

RIBBON FOR ALL PARTICIPATIONS A TEA SET 11:00 a.m.

ATTENDANCE $10.00 FOR MORE DETAILS CALL 798-2667.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY OF ART + COLUMBIA THE COLUMBUS MUSEUM OF ART & COLUMBIA & THE COLUMBUS MUSEUM PROGRAMS DURING

INVITE YOU TO ATTEND THE MUSEUM'S PROGRAMS DURING

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 26th
1:00 PM
Paul Robbins: THE Tallest Tree in Our Forest (across from Allied Chemical) Paul Robbins, scholar, senior, specializing in South American, has been all but forgotten by his fellow Americans. This film gives a rare opportunity to see and hear him once more and gain new insight into his historic and gifted human being.
2:30 PM
The Emperor Jones (across from Allied Chemical) 32 min.

FREE ADMISSION
Within walking distance of USC Center of State and Ball Streets in downtown Columbia. 799-2810

ACROSS FROM USC HORSESHOE

3 DAYS ONLY!!

GOURMET

COOKIES N CREAM CONE

Chunks of Crunchy, Chocolate Cookies and the Richest and

Fannie's Cream Ice Cream You Ever Tasted

OPEN YESTERDAY FOR
3 DAYS ONLY!!

99¢
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FRANTIC ATLANTIC

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY AT FRANTIC ATLANTIC

THE HOTTEST SHOP IN TOWN

Guys: Guikavaler
Bling
Instinct
Onewell
Jimmy's
Gotecha

Girls: Swimsuits by:

(Our New Hot Spot!)

(Our New Hot Spot!)

(Our New Hot Spot!)

(Our New Hot Spot!)

(Our New Hot Spot!)